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Zenrin USA, Inc. merges with Abalta Technologies Inc. to join forces to
promote WebLink™

On November 25, 2021, the Boards of Directors of Zenrin USA, Inc. (“Zenrin
USA”) and Abalta Technologies, Inc., (“Abalta”), each resolved on the merger of the two
corporation. Pursuant to the Agreement of Merger signed on the same date, Zenrin USA will be
merging with and into Abalta effective as of January 1, 2022. This merger will not impact the
existing agreement with both parties’ clients and business partners.
Both of Zenrin USA and Abalta are wholly owned subsidiaries of Zenrin Co.,
Ltd., and this merger is to combine their respective businesses to simplify the group structure and
increase business efficiency.
We appreciate your continuous support for us, and if you have any questions or
concern regarding the merger, please email info@zenrin.com.

About Abalta Technologies
Abalta Technologies creates and delivers world-class software products, solutions and services
for the global connected mobility market. Working with mobility companies, suppliers and
content developers, we enable our partners to offer vehicle owners access to their favorite apps
and services in an elegant, easy-to-use and customizable environment. Mobility manufacturers,
suppliers, and customers can learn more about Abalta products and services by visiting
www.abaltatech.com.
About Zenrin USA
In April 2000, Zenrin’s U.S. branch was incorporated under ZENRIN USA, INC. We provide
software and expertise to automobile and navigation system hardware manufacturers. Zenrin is
also continuing to explore collaborative efforts with other electronics and auto manufacturers.
Zenrin field surveys throughout North America, Central and South America to integrate the most
current information into navigation software. Businesses, organizations, and travelers nationwide
utilize this data in a variety of applications and settings.
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